
Chapter 2

Phonetics and phonology

This Chapter is a description of the consonant and vowel phonemes, syllable

structure, tone, and lexical and post-lexical phonological rules of Meithei.

2.1 The consonant phonemes

In this section I describe the consonant phonemes in Meithei. It is to be noted

that closely related languages, both in a geographical and a genetic sense, such

as Tangkhul Naga (Arokianathan 1980), do not exhibit the unaspirated and

aspirated voiced series that Meithei has. This feature of the Meithei consonant

system can be attributed to the impact of large scale borrowing of Indo-Aryan

words into Meithei.

2,LI Contrastive distribution

An inventory of the consonant phonemes in Meithei is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Chart of consonant phonemes
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minimal pairs in (1) taken from Thoudam (1989b). Note that roots may be

marked for high tone (indicated by an acute accent); unmarked roots have low

tone. The details of the tone system are described in section 2.4.

(1) a. kd-
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(3)
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2J.2 Free variation

As noted above, the phoneme /cV has the unconditioned phonetic variants: [s],

[s], [s**] and [s**]. See section 2.1.3 for another conditioned variant of /ch/.

(8) a. [m9cdsu] b. [m9S^d]

mo- C9 -chu m9 -c/ia

NM- small -ALSO 3P -face

'the small one also' 'his face'

c. /c**6n/ [son] 'weak'

d. /cW [S^an] 'cow'

The aspirated bilabial stop /pV varies freely with the labiodental fricative [f]:

thus Imphal (the capital of Manipur), may be pronounced [imfal] or [imphal]

and phdba 'to catch' may be pronounced [phabs] or [faba]. The lateral / varies

freely with n syllable finally: thus, [Ion] or [161] 'language', /]/ alternates with

[z]: [oza] or [oja] 'teacher'.

2,1.3 Complementary distribution

HI has two allophones: [1] and a flapped [r] which occurs in intervocalic posi-

tion by a postlexical rule of Flapping (see section 2.6); [1] and [r] are written as

such in the spelling used in this grammar. The unaspirated velar stop /k/ gemi-

nates between vowels and subsequently reduces to [*>] (see section 2.6). /cV is

realized as an affricate [^ before HI: [^n] 'hill'. The phonemes /p/, /t/ and /k/

each have a voiced and voiceless allophone. The voiced allophone is derived

in intervocalic position through the application of the Voice Assimilation Rule.

This and other lexical rules are described in section 2.5.
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2.2 The vowel phonemes

An inventory of the vowel phonemes in Meithei is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Chart of vowel phonemes

front central back

high

mid

low

The minimal and near-minimal pairs in (9) establish the phonemic status of

these vowels.

(9) a. /a/ ph9' 'good'

b. /a/ phd' 'catch'

c. /i/ pi' 'give'

d. /o/ po' 'rest by lying down'

e. /u/ pU" 'borrow'

f. /e/ pe- 'weep'

The vowels /u/, M, HI and /e/ occur in final position as shown by the minimal

pairs in (10):

(10) a. paru

pa -lu -u

read -ADIR -IMP

'read over there'


